
Laura Dean keeps breaking up with meLaura Dean keeps breaking up with me

by Mariko Tamaki
Upset about her on-again, off-again relationship with her
girlfriend Laura Dean, Freddy Riley depends on her friends, a
local mystic, and a relationship columnist for help in dealing with
her situation. Graphic novel.
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Cemetery boysCemetery boys

by Aiden Thomas
Determined to prove himself a real brujo to the traditional Latinx
family that does not accept his true gender, a trans boy summons
the ghost of the resident bad boy, who refuses to return quietly to
death.

The summer of Jordi Perez (and the bestThe summer of Jordi Perez (and the best

burger in Los Angeles)burger in Los Angeles)

by Amy Spalding
Fashion-obsessed Abby Ives lands an internship at her favorite
boutique for the summer, but falls for her fellow intern Jordi Perez,
against whom she is vying for the one paid position at the end of
the internship.

The gentleman's guide to getting luckyThe gentleman's guide to getting lucky

by Mackenzi Lee
A follow-up to The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue finds
Monty’s first intimate steps with Percy complicated by self-doubt,
high anticipation and the romantic allure of Santorini.

When the Moon was oursWhen the Moon was ours

by Anna-Marie McLemore
Best friends Miel, who has roses growing from her wrist, and Sam,
who paints moons to hang from the trees, run into trouble from the
four beautiful Bonner girls, who are rumored to be witches and
want the roses that grow from Miel's skin.

*Snapdragon*Snapdragon

by Kat Leyh
Befriending an eccentric but savvy older woman who suggests that
they help each other while raising a litter of orphaned baby
opossums, a young girl discovers that the woman may possess real
magic and a possible connection to her family.
*Middle grade graphic novel

I wish you all the bestI wish you all the best

by Mason Deaver
Thrown out of their parents' home and moving in with their
estranged sister after coming out as nonbinary, Ben De Backer
struggles to endure an anxiety disorder and the last half of senior
year while bonding with a charismatic new friend.

** The best at itThe best at it

by Maulik Pancholy
Twelve-year-old Rahul Kapoor, an Indian-American boy growing up
in small-town Indiana, struggles to come to terms with his identity,
including that he may be gay.
*Middle grade book

You should see me in a crownYou should see me in a crown

by Leah Johnson
A Black, underprivileged misfit from a wealthy, prom-obsessed
midwestern community carefully plans to attend a prestigious
medical college before the unexpected loss of her financial aid
forces her to compete for her school’s prom-queen scholarship..

If I was Your GirlIf I was Your Girl

by Meredith Russo (TF Russo)
Amanda Hardy only wants to fit in at her new school, but she is
keeping a big secret, so when she falls for Grant, guarded Amanda
finds herself yearning to share with him everything about herself,
including her previous life as Andrew.

Symptoms of being humanSymptoms of being human

by Jeff Garvin
Struggling with identity, Riley, a gender-fluid teenager, starts an
anonymous blog after a therapist encourages it, but when the blog
goes viral Riley must make a choice--to walk away or to risk
everything and come out.
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